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environments and the choice of test site analogs to these areas; the nature of the test lanes and
of the test protocol. Results are presented in several formats so that every significant finding

will be evident to the reader. The report concludes with the general statement that, based upon
the most objective test and data analysis possible at this time, canines are the most effective
and versatile min e/booby-trap/explosivws detection systems available for immediate use in <--
either military or civilian applications.
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PREFACE

This report presents a condensation of several thousand data points taken under a
variety of conditions by an assortment of recording personnel. The data reduction and

data ordering resulted from the efforts of Mrs. B. J. Conley of the MERADCOM
Systems Office. Publication of this report was expedited as a result of Mrs. Conley's
skills as a mathematician and statistician. Mr. L. Mittelnan of the Mine Detection
Division assisted in envisioning effective methods for data presentation.
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MINE-I)ETECTING CANINES

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Subject. Research in mine detection has neLessaril, embraced virtually every
discipline of science in the search for effective detection systems. Th,: most recent
discipline to receive scientific evaluation is the intricate scientific area groutpCd under
the general heading of "biological systems." At MERADCOM, this field of investiga-
tion has embraced research in enzymatic chemistry, conditioned behavior, cerebral
electro-stirnulus, and olfaction.

inofaThis report is concerned wvith the concept, processes, results, and conclu-
sions of a series of four field tests which were designed to evaluate the 6verall concept
of mine detection via the modality of the in-vivo sensory capabilities of domestic
canines.

In order to elucidate the rationale for such research, this report touches
upon the general concepts of biological detection and elaborates upon the specific
conditioning and training techniques which culminated in the field tests described
herein.

It is not the intent of this report to describe in detail the complete selection
and training procedures which supplied conditioned canines to the test since these
factors are described fully and comprehensively in the reports listed in the
bibliography.' 2 3 Further, this report does not delve deeply into neurobiology,
neurophysiology, or psychophysiology. Rather the intent of the brief discussions of
these areas is to interest the reader in the overall experimental protocol in the hope
that, thus informed, the reader may wish to follow the data in its various presentations
in the latter parts of the text.

The authors contend that the results of the four field tests adequately
demonstrate that canines are capable of highly satisfactory performance as mine detec-
tion systems under a variety of operational situations. While we admit to the
(untested) possibility that even highly trained canines subjected to a battlefield

I Mitchell, D. S., "Selection of Dogs for Land Mine and Booby Trap l)election Training," Final Technical Report

Vol 1, Contract DAAK02-73-C-0150, September 1976,.
2 Mitchell, D. S., "Training and Employment of Land Mine and Booby Trap Y)etector Dogs," Final Technical

Report Vol ll,Contract DAAK02-73-C-0150, September 1976.

3Mitchell, D. S., "Users Guide: Land Mine and Booby Trap Dectector Dogs," Final Technical Report Vol 111.
Contract DAAK02-73-C-0150, September 19 16.
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environment could present problems in behavior which could limit their effectiveness,
we submit that there is currently no known sensor or system of sensors which can
approach the overall detection capabilities of properly trained dogs.

2. Background. As noted previously, the continuing efforts in mine detection
research at MERADCOM have resulted in intensive investigations covering nearly every
discipline of science, and the search continues for techniques, procedures, and devices
which will satisfy aspects of the changing mission requirements.

In 1973, MERADCOM began a long-term study of possible explosives detec-
tion techniques based upon biological and physiological processes. Several avenues of
research were examined for feasibility and priority of treatment. One of these areas,
the use of live animals as explosives detection systems, was chosen for immediate in-
depth study.

Numerous species and orders of animals were considered, and several types
were selected for preliminary tests at Southwest Research Institute (SRI), Sanl
Antonio. Texas. Section I1 describes the process by which the canine was ultimately
selected as the optimum candidate for extensive experiments in conditioned behavior
which could lead to its use in mine/booby-trap detection service.

After nearly two years of preliminary evaluation and testing, the decision
was made to devise and augment an experimental protocol which could allow an objec-
tive evaluation of canine detection performance under conditions which approximated

the most severe environmental conditions which combat soldiers were likely to
encounter. The basic credo of this series of four field tests was that all subjective
factors and anecdotal data were to be disallowed in the final data analysis. Obviously,
such tests must have constraints which permit only objective testing and data recording.
It is not visy to achieve objectivity, since several aspects of human behavior tend to
contravene this goal. For example, handlers who have trained with a dog or group of
dogs wish to set their team achieve a high test score, and it is not uncommon for
impartial observers to notice cucing or guiding on the part of handlers who later deny
any conscious attempt to bias the test results.

In order to preclude such incidents, whether they might be intentional or
generated by subconscious stimuli, the test was first designed to be of a single-blind
format. Shince the scorekeeper could also become emotionally involved, a double-
blind format was used later where neither handler noi scorekeeper knew the location
of any target in advance of a test run.

i ........ .*y..



Accordingly, the test area layouts weir i.-.'oned by use of a pseudo-

random computer program (as detailed later in the text). To maintain the integrity of
tile double-blind format, the data sheets were scaled until the test teams were at thef
start position where the dog/handler teams were out of voice contact with the data-
taker/scorekeeper.

The tests thus were conducted in a scientific manner, the data were
essentially free from subjective contamination, and the results should represent an
accurate portrayal of the actual performance capabilities of the 15 test animals.

II. INVESTIGATION

3. Selection of Test Subjects. The literature contains anecdotal reports of
astounding feats of sensory or extra-sensory perception by dogs, but there is little
objective data concerning the utility of canines in tactical military operations. It is
well documented that canines have accompanied men into battle for centuries, and
there are a few documented references to situations where these ,nimals have been
called upon to perform tasks which man alone could not accomplish. It is not
uncommon to encounter reliable reports describing the ability of dogs in tracking
enemy forces or in signaling the presence of intruders. Indeed, similar events are part
of the general knowledge of the U.S. population as a result of direct and indirect

experience with hunting, tracking, and police dogs.

While the foregoing actiyities are readily accepted as routine events by most
persons, the use of canines in military mine and booby-trap detection service is often
greeted with reactions ranging from mild skepticism to open hostility. Accordingly.
when it was suggested that canines be formally adopted as a countermeasure to mines
and booby traps, there were mixed reactions at all levels of interest. Obviously, in the
absence of any reliable "hard data," a scientific test was indicated which could serve
to qualify the proponent opinion and to quantify the detection capabilities.

The first consideration to arise in the construction of a test of this nature is
"has the proper subject been chosen?" To answer this question. one must first con-
sider the fundamental reasons for seleLtion of any type of animal for detection service:

a. In lieu of information to the contrary, it must be assumed that all
explosive devices emit some effluvia which are characteristic of the explosive content
and that these effluvia are odorants to some extent. Thus, an olfactory detector of '
sufficient sensitivity and selectivity should be useful in detecting these devices.

I). Ain nials. hoth vertebratL and invertebrate. are thiotight to possess vcry
A high olfactory sensitivities. Ilndecd the sensitivity of ainiaIs .IPI'F.IUS to exceed that H

3
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of u11a ii in almost every category 01' odoran t. and certain documented cases incdicate

astonishing sensitivity to specific substances.4 s 6

c. All animals (from worm to man) can be conditioned to react to stimuli I
in a predictable and repeatable manner.

Thus, it would seem that some animal might be valuable as an explosives
detector. It then remains to decide which to employ. Lw

In spite of their reputed great sensitivity, invertebrate animals (insects) have
proved unsatisfactory as detectors of a variety of explosive odorants. This is not sur-
prising since it appears that those odorants to which insects are extremely sensitive are

found only in their sex attractants, and the odorant components of these insect
pheromones have no conmmon factors with any known explosives. Further, the sensi-
tivity of insects to olfactory stimuli other than pheromones and food is not thought to
be extraordinary. In addition, insects are usually short lived, difficult to condition,
possess 310 discernible intelligence, and are incapable of any communication with
man. In view of these considerations, insects were not considered to be suitable test
subjects.

The host of vetebrate animals available for explosives detection makes the
process of elimination more difficult. The following criteria were used in this selection
process:

a. The animal must be compatible with man (eliciting neither fear nor
repugnance On the part of man or animal).

b. Thc subject must have sufficient intelligence to initiate some actions
which will enl4hance the dtlect ion process, and it must be willing to participate in a
man/aninmal interface.

c. The subject should be large enough to travel beside a walking man and
not become a victim of the topography. Additionally. the animal must be able to
tolerate, without loss of function, the same environment in which man can function
effectively.

Sthneider, I).. "Heldctrophyso loitische I.tl ersutihun.intr von ('lhe o -und m echanorte/i'iore lc deir Ant'llae des
Scidenspinners lHol.ihYx NMori I.. " 'eischreiz .Jtr 'cr.eh'ichlende IPlysiologic, lid 40, S.8-A .1, 1957.

SSclhncider. ID.. ti ;ul, -'Die Rteaktion tier Mannlit'len Seaderspmnner .ani lioebhykol ited Seine isomeren;Il-lktroantennotwlram Iln Mid \,'erha er," leitschr•I ]trlj r ,•'ced I vi lo. i. d 54. S.192-2019, 1967.

S Schneider. D)., el il. "'J'lit',inlce nee del ICl e' h.th\,lee le J I t% % 1 e1eel \ ,Mori Nlt i l'trium-mnarkieretem Blltailykcil."

*\a'lrit- see~t'e Ild 55. 1 lel't 8, S.t95,. 1968.

K akislimt!, K-I . anti 1-. Pr iese , "e D '' ie Klchtte nschwelle do'" Scidenspilaers," .\ateerw e idealtee lI 57, lHell I,
S.23-28. 1970.
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Lt. Thle animal must be available in lar-, -in tit ies with all ,LlhieCCIS as

Ini tile initial phases of' the vertetirate anni ). mine 'detection program, a large

Selection of' potentially acceptal,% e~aididates- %\vie tested. The animals tested are
shown in Table I . CatS ,s_% ie t'i ni tilie finial prIogramlls because of' their
demonstrated refusal to cooperate consistently inl joint ventures wit ll: an anld becauIse
of' their indifference to rewards inl conlditionling experiments. Rats were initially
excluded on the basis o1' criteria a and c (above). buit later experimnents give evidence
that they nay indeed he uiseful. (Tisii resea rch e ffort will be tlie subje.ict of' a liter[ report.)

Table I . Animals Used in NI ine/Fxplosives D~etect ion Studies

A nimal Number Used GenuLs anld Sp~ecies

Badger I T~axidea taXuIs
('oatimlUnldi 2NasLIa lasula
Coyo te 4 (Canis latrans
Coyote/beagle cross 2 C'anis latranls X Canis famihiaris
Deer (white tail) 2 OdIocoileuIs virginiamus
Domestic D~og 83 Canis familiaris
F~erret 4 MusteILa puLtorius
FOX ( Red) 4 Vulpes VUlpeCs
Ilog (Red Duroc) 4 Sus scrofa doiaestica
Javelitna 3 hi jacu pecanI-
Miniature Pig 4
Op)ossumI 3 lDidelphis virginiana
Raccoon 4 Procyon lotor
Skunk (spotted) I Spilogale puLtorius
Skunk (striped) 2Mephitis mlephlitis
Skunk (hog nosed) I ('onepatMUS mesleuOcuILs
Timber Wolt' 4 C'anis ILupiS

Without exception, the so-called "wild" animals (wolf, coyote, fox. etc.)
never fully accepted man as a companion but appeared to view him as a menace to be
avoided. These animials may form attachments to one individual, but they invariably
fear humans in general. Thus a majority of thle vertebrate animials were excluded onl
the basis of criteria a and b.

The 1)uroc pig (considered to be a dIomestic animial) was tested for a brief'
period in experiments immediately prior to thle instant test series. This animal cxhlib-
ited a remarkable ability to d-Aect all formis of buried explosives and ai silvprising

4, 5



willingness to work with man. Were it 11ot for tile great size o0 this particular breed
(400 lb (I182 kg) or more) antI its unfortunate social habits, it might have been the
ideal choice For detect ion service. A str;in of genetic miniature pigs appeared to mani-
fest the same sensitivity as their klrge counterparts, but the social stigma wete, again,
toto overwhelming to permit serious consideration of" pigs lor employment as explo-
sives detectors. Pigs displayed a t'urth,2r midcsirable characteristic in their irrepressible
desire to root in tile soil.8 Should this behavior occur during a mine search, thl resuILts I
would prolbably be disaiterous for both pig and handler at the moment of detection
(assuniming no form of animal remote control was used to protect the handler).

Other animals either offered too ludicrous an image (e.g., bovines) or were
too stupid (sheep, goats) to warrant serious consideration. Thus, the canine was
ultimately selected as the optimal test subject.

It remained at this point only to select the breed of dog most appropriate to
the needs of the miine detection progrm. This choice was simplified by an Army
genctic-control breeding program at the Biosensor Research Laboratory at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Maryland. In this unique effort, the Surgeon General had authorized
extcnsive, breeding of selected German Shepherd dog:i in an attempf to:

a. Minimize or eliminate the affliction known as hip dysplasia which
disables a majority of German Shepherds after age 5 to 7 years.

b. Minimize the aggressive tendencies which cause the normn.-, German
Sheplheid to be oomewhat hostile and, hence, dangerous in casual encounters with
humans not well known to the animal.

c. Retain sufficient self-conidence to interface with humans. This was
an important consideration since, quite often, attempts to breed out aggressiveness
have resulted in dogs which apptar to fear strangers -- ain intolerable behavior in the
Military dog.

The success of the Surgeon General's program was sufficiently impressive to
cause MFRAI)COM to choose this breed as the prime candidate for field test service.
Since it seemed appropriate to try a token quantity of other breeds, we considered the
applicable factors of size, weight, emotional stability, and aptitude to a search protocol
(hunting ability), and ultimately thý, choice of a second breed for the tests was the
Labrador Retriever. In view of' these choices, sevetal of' the so-called "Surgeon
General's Dogs" were obtained and dispatched to the MERADCOM contractor (SRI)

8 ,'o• i cen urles, IFrenclh Farnlers huve used pigs to locate truftfles in their subterranean sites by allowing the pigs

Io I- 'l feely In the soil.

6
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for preliminary screening, at the same time, the contractor obtained several Labrador
Retrievers for screening tests.9

It is pertinent to note that the 15 animals ultimately choscn survived the
rigors of' the field tests with no discernible illness, loss of conditioning, or other nega-
tive effects. The data show that detection performance appeared to be increasingly
better at each test, and we conclude t'rom this that the established selection criteria are
adeqtuate f'or tile pur-pose.

4. Detection Modality. The use of animals as explosive detectors leads many
observers initially to assume that olfaction is the single sensory mo.ality involved in
the detection process. Based upon lengthy Lind numerous observations during both
training and field tests, and ifter due consideration, we submit that there is no reason
to believe that this simplistic premise is entirely correct. Since the test protocol sought
only to validate the concept of canine mine detection systems and to quantify efficacy

of detection, the experiment was not designed to define exactly those sensory systems
used to detect mines and booby traps. Hence, only the most cursory attempts were
made to examine the modalities involved. Much more sophisticated experiments will
be necessary if these details are to be resolved, but for the present, the reader is
cautioned to avoid the assumption that the dog simply "smells" the target substances
in a manner similar to the human experience known as smell.

The physiology of the canine is not the exact equivalent of human physiol-
ogy, and some of the greatest differences are probably those observed in the structure
and function of the sensory systems. In the case of the olfactory organs, it is agreed
that, on a comparative basis, the olfactory epithelium of the dog is far more extensive
than that of humans. Since olfaction is generally lheld to be the "vacuum of physiol-
ogy," it is not entirely valid at present to equate this greater area of' supposed sensory
surface to greater sensitivity. However, the fact that those cortical and subcortical
brain areas which can be shown to be part of the olfactory system are far more de-
veloped in the canine than in man invariably leads to the conclusion that in all probabil-
ity the dog has a far more sensitive and selective olfactory system than does man.
These observed facts, coupled with the animal's legendary ability as a hunter and
tracker, tend to sustain the belief that olfaction is a major factor in the detection
process.

If we assume additionally -- with no ,,lid basis in fact - that hearing and
"sight also play a part in the detection process, we are still at a loss to explain how some
targets are located so readily. Motion pictures of the various tests described in this

9 This report cannot approach the subject or the selection of individual canines with sufficient detail to be
meaningful; interested readers are urged to examine the volumes by Mitchell listed in the Bibliography.

7
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report indicate that most dogs in the search mode often appear to be trotting casually
just in front of the handler when suddenly the dog sits (the detection signal), with
none of the precursive actions (such as slowed gait, violent sniffing, agitation, etc.)
which one might expect on an olfactory search. This casual attitude has given rise to
some speculation that the dog is merely an indicator devicte for the true detector -

the handler. At present, we cannot accept this premise.

As noted previously, the tests were double-blind and conducted by a
reputable contractor under the scrutiny of MERADCOM employees; thus there is no

reason to suspect that the handlers knew, during a test run, the location of any mine
along the route. There is at present no valid reason to assume that humans can locate
buried objects; if this ability existed in the average individual, why would the average

soldier need any form of mine detection system other than his own senses? Anecdotes
which purport to document some detection ability in humans have been investigated

and scientific evidence of this ability does not exist.

During the Vietnam conflict, there were reports that certain soldiers had
developed the ability to detect mines, booby traps, Punji pits, etc., but interviews
with some of these persons suggest that they simply detected anomalies in the environ-

ment which suggested recent human presence (bent grass, brok,;n branches, etc.).
Such subtle clues enabled these unusually observant soldiers to exercise extreme
caution in the area of the anamoly; thereafter, they initiated an increasingly astute
search pattern along the path. It should be realized that under these conditions, almost

any recently concealed mine can be located in physical environments such as those
found in Vietnam. It is equally important to realize that soldiers exhibited no such

skills in the mined vegetation-free areas near the Suez Canal (as evidenced by the high

casualty rates resulting from land mines). We must assume this failure to he due to
the nearly perfect camouflage offered by desert soil and because of the total lack of
indicator artifacts.

Based upon this simplistic analysis, it is conceivable that in special environ-
ments, the handler may detect signs of mine emplacement and then subconsciously

or consciously signal his dog to alert, but the premise that the human is the primary
detector in the majority of instances is unacceptable.

It is possible that the dog has sensory capabilities as yet undiscovered, but
such conjecture is unwarranted in this report. In summation, the detection perform-
ance either indicates a very high olfactory sensitivity (perhaps one part in I 10 tool

fraction or greater) or the presence of detection factors which defy interpretation by ii
the entire staff in attendance at the test. Perhaps future resealrclh in sensory physiol-

ogy will supply the answer to this enigma.

8
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5. Conditioning of Subjects. The procedures devised by the Southwest Re-
search Institute for training the MERADCOM mine-detecting canines are complex, and
the interested reader is encouraged to examine volumes on this subject listed in the
Bibliography.' 0 1i 12 This report can deal only with the basic philosophy of the con-
ditioning methods used and with the rationale for the choice of these methods.

There are two generally accepted methods for inducing pre-ordained be-
havioral patterns in experimental subjects. The earliest of' these techniques was dis-

covered by Dr. 1. Pavlov during his pioneer experiments in digestion, and the method
is known today as Classical Conditioning or Pavlovian Co*nditioning. The second meth-
od was developed by the American behavioralist Dr. R. Skinner and is termed Operant
Conditioning.

Classical conditioning requires nothing of the experimental subject except
its conscious presence, while operant conditioning requires a willful act (an operant)
on the part of the subject. While the methods by which any creature amasses learning
are still a matter of intense debate,13 it was sufficient for the purpose of this experi-
ment to accept the basic premises implicit in the techniques of Pavlov and Skinner.
Since the canine was required to annuniciate clearly the detection of an explosive
substance, operant conditioning was chosen as the proper regimen for the canine
experiment, and the experimental conditioning concept, then, was resclved to be as
described in the following pages.

Basically, the mine-detecting canine must be taught to identify the presence
of military explosives; then the animal must signal the act of detection by soniC unique
method that allows the handler to clearly recognize that detection has occurred. In
return for this performance, the animal is taught to expect some reward which is
pleasing to at least one aspect of its physical or emotional needs.

The initial training of the MFRADCOM mine/booby-trap-detecting canines
was determined to be a full-reinforcement operant regimen. This technique demands
that each time the animal correctly identifies an explosive target, it is immediately

given a 'ood reward whereas failure to detect merely results in no reward being given.

10 Mitchell, 1). S., "Selection of' Dogs f'r Land Mine and Booby Trap I)etection Training." Final Technical Report

Vol I, Contract I)AAK02-73-Ctt150, September 1976.
Mitchell, 1). S., "Training and I noploymnent of" Land Miinc and Booby Trap Detector Dogs," Final lecmnical

Report Vol II, Contract I)AA K02-73-('-0150. September 1976.
12 Mitchell, I). S., "Uers Gr(uide: Land Mine and IBooby Trap I)etector Dogs," Final Techlnical Report Vol IIl,

('ontract l)AAK02-73-C4) 150, September 1976.
13 Some psychologists state that much of the huImnlan learning experience exemplifies the Classical Conditioning

paradigm (exclusive o(f those experiences which require responses for the process to coliinue, which cases are

.44
oftecn examples~l', of operant conlditionlllg).
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Punishment for incorrect behavior is never allowed nor is the trainer permitted to
exhibit his displeasure by any nuance of action or vocalization. It is emphasized ill
the MERADCOM trairning program that the human hand must never become all object
of fear or hatred to the dog but, in fact, it must be viewed as a pleasure source (the
dispenser for the ford reward or a friendly pat on the head). Thus slapping or rough
handling is unallov,able even in ti c case of obstreperous behavior such as fighting,
biting, or refusal to search. Even the most aggressive animals soon learn to regard their
handler as a trusted ally in the "game" they are learning to play and this is quite
important, since tile search activity ultimately 11u1t be considered as a am action
under the present training concept."4

Once the animal has become accustomed to the search/reward pattern, the

search is made progressiyely moi'e difficult, first by reducing the quantity of explosive
in the targets and finally by reducing the frequency of target occurrence while in-
creasing the number of false targets and distractants. Ultimately, those dogs which
are selected as the best performers are taken to a series of test trails where real and
practice mines are deployed in simulation ofla tactical operation.

"Ihe performance of the 1 5 "best performer" test subjects indicated that their
conditioning was effective and that extinguishment due to inactivity of several days
duration was not statistically significant. This result was important to continuation of
the program, since these periods of no training simulated the effects of troop move-
ments and activities which would preclude any type of reinforcing experience in an
actual combat operation.

It was clear to the program personnel that the experimental results to this
point demonstrated only that canin is could be conditioned to be effective explosives
detectors. It was equally clear tlAt this initial training protocol excluded the realities
of a true tactical scenario. Thus, when the concept of the large-scale field test was first
addressed, it was necessary to niodif, the conditioning program to accommodate the
real-world situation wherein the location of miniLs was unknown to both handler and
(log. Obviously in the practical case, where the validit. of the detection signal cannot
be evaluated until an explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) team searches the indicated
site, the dog should not be rewarded for his annunication of detection. Since the dog
has no apparent ability to associate events separated in time, the animal must be made
to realize ti-,t his search "game" really has two equally possible outcomes -either he
will be rewarded or he will not be.

14 Obviously, the personal safety o1 the handler could be greatly enhanced il" he could remain at some distance from
the search area, but early experiments in remote control of explosives-detecting dogs were aborted due to funding
limitations long before any statistical result could be obtained and evaluated for assessment of the effects of

proximatl vs. distal positioning of the handler.
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Accordingly, in November 1974, 5 of" the group of 15 animals were intro-
duced to a new conditioning regimen known as partial-reinforcement operant condi-

tioning. In the initial protocol, the subjects were required to perform the detection
tasks in the same manner as that required in tile full-reinforcement regimen, but
rewards were withheld on a random basis. As this reconditioning process continued,
the rewards became progressively less frequent during each 16ormal search program
until at length, no rewards were given for correct performance. Note that emphasis
was placed upon the fiormal nature of the search and that rewards were withheld oniv
during the actual search program. Previous experience had shown that if the practice
of withholding rewards is allowed to continue indefinitely, the desired conditioning

would ultimately extinguish as a result of (effectively) negative stimuli. To prevent
this effect, the animals were taken to a practice area remote from the final test area
immediately after each formal test run, and they were allowed to search again. During
this "second outcome" effort, each correct annunication was followed immediately
by a food reward. This is the essence of the practical technique referred to herein as
partial-reinforcement operant conditioning.

In order to examine the effects of the revised conditioning, it was deter-
mined that a control group must be selected.which would not receive new training but
would merely receive maintenance conditioning to determine, if possible, the mini-
mum exposure required to prevent extinction of their full-reinforcenment conditioning.
To accommodate the various investigations, the 15 dogs were broken into three groups
for test purposes. These groups, hereafter referred to as Groups A, B, and C, were held
invariant for the remainder of the program.

"Group A and Group B animals were trained to expect continuous reinforce-
ment, while those of Group C were retrained to expect partial reinforcement. The
latter dogs were guided through repeated runs down test lanes (at tile contractor test
sites at Camp Bullis, Texas) where each trial resulted in only random rewarding for
correct performance (and, of course, no reward for incorrect performance).," Thus,
in the f1inal procedures, at randomlly spaced intervals, the dog received no reward
not even the accolade "good dog" - for correct detection performance." 6 Interspersed
with this treatment were occasions when the dogs were given a "normal" reward which
consisted of a single morsel of dry dog food plus a few congratulatory pats on the head
accompanied by profuse verbal praise.

1 It was necessary to retrain the.handlers to refrain from their nearly renlexive practice of physically rewarding

the animal (patting) even when the normal food reward was withheld.
16 While dogs apparently cannot comprehend complex language, they assuredly can master the meaning of simple

phrases although these utterances must be accompanied by adequate vocal emphasis. The accolade "good dog"
mumIn always be stated in the same manner or the animul may become confused. Thus even though the dog may
not comprehend all the spoken words, it learns to coinprehend the mood of the speaker, and the handlers must

refrain from verbalization when angeu dominates their vocalization. Fear on th', part of the handler may also
have a neative effect on the dog, but there are no data to substantiate this belief.
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In order to attain the mllaXillmlum data, the three test groups were subjected
to two phases of reinforcement as shown in Table 2. Paragraph 9 (Figure 10) presents
the results of these permutations. Within two ,eeks, dll test subjects realized the
dual nature of the overall training program and were willing to accept the new game

. rules.

F..

Table 2. Conditioning Protocol for Mine Detecting Dogs

K, Conditioning

('Group Phase I Phase 1I
A Continuous reinforcement Continuous reinforcement

B Continuous reintorcement No reinforcement
C Partial (random) reinforcement No reinforcement

The fact that the animals accepted revised training so rapidly was the only
surprise in the program, since the effects of partial reinforcement are described
abundantly in the literature. Further, it was well established that, while continuous
reinforcement is acceptable during initial training, it does not lead to optimum per-
formance even in those situations which permit this practice. This behavioral trait is
thought to be due to habituation and anticipation affects where habitual perlormance
rewards dull the anticipation of the reward to the extent that the effectivity of con-
ditioning may suffer severely at extremes of habituation. Thus, the reward ceases to be
"of sufficient impetus to cause the animal to perform the prescribed search. When the
reward is withheld at seemingly unpredictable intervals, the animal has greatly increased
anticipation and performs in the manner it thinks will reestablish the reward. I labitua-
tion is thus attenuated, and performance remains at initial end-of-first-conditioning
levels for periods of many months or, possibly, for years.

After some experiment in allowable reward-to-reward intervals, it was deter-
mined that search periods in excess of 2 hours elicited no decline in perlormance with
total withholding of reward. Since this 2-hour period represents possibly the optimum
search period before fatigue effects are manifested, it was determined that there would
be no extinguishment of conditioning if the search period were followed, at some
period during the same day, with a "dummy search" where continuous reinforcement
was allowed. Dogs appear to be able to accept the fact that when the handler acts in
the more formal attitude of' the true search program, there will be no reward for
correct behavior, but when the "dummy-search" program is in force, a reward will be
given for each correct detection. This obviously requires intelligence and an eagerness
to please - both of which are evident in those animals which arrive at the final stages
of training.

12
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Before moving on to the details and results of tile four field tests, it is
pertinent to note that the data displayed in Paragraph 9 (Figure 10) represent one of
the most significant determinations of the entire canine mine detection program, namely
that the performance of dogs will be quite good regardless of the nature of the training
regimen. While this observation seems to border on the trivial, the reader is asked to
consider the following ramifications of this finding:

a. It is evident that there is no need for precise adherence to any specific
training or performance protocol, thus allowing for great variations in trainer and
handler capabilities such as would certainly be encountered in a time of intense mobili-
zation of the armed forces.

b. It is evident that rapid retraining is possible with nio loss of detection
capability. This factor is important if tactical considerations demand operational
changes (e.g., remote control operation of canines in areas of extreme hazard).

c. The fact that dogs rapidly accept the new "game rules" (no diminution
of performance noted after only 4 weeks of partial and no-reinforcement training) is
thus documented.

These observations will hopefully serve to attenuate somewhat the philo-
sophical debates concerning what canines will or will not do in detection service. To
reply in advance to arguments that insufficient data were taken to permit such
sweeping conclusions, we submit that there are seldom, if ever, experiments where
sufficient data are accumulated to satisfy the most critical observer. It is worthy of'
note that the data obtained from the four tests, when tested by various statistical
methods (see Section 111), evidence no differences of adequate significance to cast
doubt upon the conclusions.

It seems valid, therefore, to conclude that the conditioning as devised for
the training of mine-detecting canines is adequate for the operations of global warfare.

6. Test Sites. The following test sites were selected.

a. Winter Site. Since canines should be available for deployment as mine
detectors on a global basis, it was determined that detection performance must be
tested in simulated operational situations which would represent the most unfavorable
environmental conditions likely to occur. Accordingly, a search for test sites which
could satisfy the needs of the experiment was initiated with the provision that funding
and time limitations would ultimately preclude the use of more than two geographical
locations. The final choice was constrained to include one site which could simulate

13
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so-called middle European operations and one which could represent the environment
of the mid-East.

Geologist reports indicate that Fort McCoy, Wisconsin, not only has
soil conditions analogous to the northern European plain but also has a summer
climate which is similar to that of Europe, thus allowing for a mid-range detection test
in addition to the planned "extreme limit" regimens. The average winter climate at
Fort McCoy is considerably colder than the normal average winter in central Europe,
but this factor was not held to be a detriment since, in effect, it allowed the simula-
tion at one site to include extreme northern as well as central Europe. Fort McCoy

lies in southwestern Wisconsin in the Wisconsin Driftless Area of the central lowlands.
This locale is characterized as a rugged region, varying in elevation of between 183 to
530 meters above sea level. The center has numerous rocky crags, some of which have
the appearance of buttes and mesas when viewed from an elevated position. In general,
much of the surface is of a rolling or undulating character. Figures 1 and 2 give an
overview of the test area.

The Wisconsin Driftless Area, in general, is partly covered with a fine,
humus soil, but Fort McCoy is mostly sand to a depth of at least 1.5 meters. The test
site was a generally flat, 1.25-square-kilometer area with a slight rise in elevation along
the southern border. Trees (scrub oak) were scattered over most of the area with somne
parts characterized as thickets. Other parts of the area were essentially grass with a
few trees. Included in the test area was a flat, sandy area (about 26,000 square meters)
which supported no vegetation other than widely scattered clumps of short grass. The
specific site for the test was an abandoned small-arms range in an isolated area of the
reservation. It was approximately 1.6 kilometers long by 0.8 kilometer wide and was
enclosed by a 1.5-meter-high, two-strand barbed wire fence.

The climate in southwestern Wisconsin is characterized by cold winters
and hot summers. The average annual temperature is about 6.1' C, varying from an
average of -8.3' C during January to 20.60 C in July. Extremes extending to below
-17' C in winter and above 30.20 C in summer are not uncommon. The average annual
rainfall is about 76 centimeters, and about 20 percent of the total rainfall comes during
the growing season (Spring/Summer). This climate is fairly analogous to that found
in the northern-European Plain area (i.e., rainfall is similar while the average high andlow temperatures are more moderate in central Europe than in Wisconsin).

The winter of 1974/75 was more severe than usual, thus allowing a test
with environmental limits nearly as vigorous as some portions of Alaska. Throughout
most of the winter test, the average snow cover was about 0.5 meter and the "fir
temperature hovered near -6' C during most of the daylight hours, dropping to .-20' C
or lower at night. In addition, snowfall and strong winds altered the surface, and hence
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visual aspects, of' tile test site several times during the 2-week test. The winter et viron- :
mlent Wits so severe a( FIort McCoy that we must conclude that these weather parame-
ters probably represent thle cold Weather in~it at Which canines canl function effective-
ly. Itl ISOur op~inIion that attempllted operations under similar conditions Iin a tactical
SCeIUr'iO Would represent a nearly intolerable situation for both inf'antry anld mechan-

Ie~d for1Ces, thus, thle use of* mline-detecting dlogs would probably never be attempted Iin
such cases. It is doubtf'ul if' antipersonnel mines -- normally deployed -Would be
detona~ted InI suIch heavy snlow and ice, b~ut antitank mines would probably still be a
menace, F~igure 3 Shows anl examplle of' thle rigors of' thle winter test. Ini the spring
1975 test at F~ort McCoy, the weather was unremarkable (average temperature 200 C,

moderate skies) and needLs 1no commIIent here.
b, Summer (Desert) Site. The search for a desert site was greatly sfimpli-

field by the well-documented similarities of' Yuma Proving Ground (YPG) to a typical
linl'I-Fast area (Sinaui lDescrt), Yuma Proving G;round lies inl the southwestern corner of'
Arizonta near the Culifornia and Mexican borders and is bordered onl the west by tile
Colorado River. It lies inl thle Sonloran Desert section (locally called the Gila lDesert)
whIich occupieIs over 80,000 ( square kilometers. Thew mountain ranges Iin this section are
Usually short an1d rarely grea~ter than 1.2 kilometers above sea level. The basins are
Wide 11nd Mostly ('fll but are inte~rspersed With Shallow dry gulIIchs. These basins are
seldom inure t111 him (0t)eters above sell level. The mountains are comprised primarily
of' praiti h and volcalnic matIermial , having practically no Soil. The soils inl the basinls or
Plainls aire Sandy, gIn y or bu f'f-colored, and humus-deficient, which is characteristic of'I
aidIL regi6ons. '[he sparse vegeta tion consists principally Of' Cact US, Creosote bushI (or-
greaxewood ), and inlesq Lilie, '[le soil texture d ifl'ers greatly over small areas Withi
con i-so a id boa Ide ry mat erial Isfound at thle ba1se of' borderCIing~ niou n ltins" a n~d fl'e Clays
Inl thle lower part's of, thle area. '

Tlhe climate Inll It is legionl is Chiaracter'ized by: low rainl'fall (less t hanl 10
emI/y r) Willit little or no ralinl falling dilngI1111 the sp~ring mont li1s: low hum111idity (average Of'
1ess thani 3,5 perceentI at noon), temperatures that ranlge l'romnl anl average of' 100 ('inl .11 an-
uary to 3 2' C Iin J ily, Wiltit extimc ines of' over' 400 C ill su mmIICI': an1d a r-ange of' cloud

duringp day light1 f'rom 20 t o 30 percent inl Jumly to 30) to '10( percent in i a nuam1y, Soils and1(
climate11 somlewhat analogouis to t his areaC are0 found inl northern1, western, an1d sou~thern
regions of' AMomanistan:, Souther'n lIMropean Rkisski: several rasof' Spain:ý and parts o1'
Igyplt anld Israel.

Tl'ho site Was pfowcd and denliuded of' all vegetation inl preparation to'm
111vi tests, 'The resullting Soil Was a t1inC San1dy text, te. Xt 'eniely dry ( abOu~t 1.2 pM-eret
iio0is u re Con tent), and easily conver-ted to d LISt whemiI guLsty winds' and '"dtISt devils''

palssed over the a Tah'le l'ital dimi.'iisions of' the test arca were approximately 0.8
of' mtemine lanes, nctr ile4shw o~io f i 'na iea'erisalto
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At first, it appeared that a single test would provide all the desired data.
However, it was necessary to begin the third test at 'his site in late October 1975 which
is not the hottest part of the Yuma climate cycle. This perturbation in tile tc-t plan
proved to be beneficial since the weather was unusually cool in 1975, and thereby it
was possible to amass data in an environment similar to that in certain other desert
areas of interest. Figure 5 shows a detection "sit" during the October 1975 test at
Yuma Proving Ground.

In view of the unfulfilled need for exireme hot weather data, the test
was re-run in June when the conditions were at or beyond the extremes originally an-
ticipated (air temperature +460 C, bright sun, I percent humidity). This test was exe-
cuted exactly in the sequence of the October test, thus allowing for close comparison
of data elements. Thus, the two test sites allowed accumulations of four data sets
which adequately define canine performance over a range of environments with limits
which would represent a severe challenge to humans involved in tactical operations in
these areas. Additionally, the variations in soil conditions and types allowed an evalua-
tion of camouflage techniques and the consequent effects on the handler/dog teams.

7. Test Lanes. The concept of the canine tests embraced two essential points:
The test must be double blind to preclude any conscious or subconscious attempts to
influence the results on the part of any participant, and the test area must include
targets which are representative of those possibly encountered in tactical operations
(thus there should be some distractants which, while unlikely, could conceivably
occur).

It was determined that the optimum configuration of a test area for Fort
McCoy would consist of 50 lanes each 0.5 mile (800 meters) long and 10 feet (3 meters)
wide. The rationale for this choice was based upon the experience of previous con-
tractor tests at Camp Bullis, Texas and at a test site in Montana. From these earlier
tests, it appeared that the average dog would function with no loss of interest for
periods ofL up to 2 hours (this was later proven to be an underestimation) and that an
area searclh of about 26000 't2 (2430 in2 ) would take about 1 hour. Since the lateral
space needed to generously accommodate a column of infantry is about 6 feet (2 meters),
a 1 0-foot (3-meter) width seemed to represent the maximum desired width of search.
Thus, the length of the test lane became about 2600 feet (800 meters).

Some subjective evidence from previous tests indicated that dogs could easily
remember the physical location of targets on practice trails after three or four traverses
even if the individual events were separated by a week or more. Regardless of the

anecdotal nature of this "memory factor." it was evident that the probability of
memory influencing the data was too great to ignore; therefore, the physical layout of
the test area was evolved to limit the effects of a possible topographical memory
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capability. (While some memory factor might have been significant in repeated

passages at Fort McCoy, a glance at Figure 5 should suffice to convince the most
skeptical that memory could offer little data distortion at YPG.) Aside from a possible
topographical memory there remained the distinct possibility that the dog might
detect the scent from a previous detection (since there is much local activity when a
"sit" occurs) and this accumulation of scents might possibly trigger a detection alert.

Consideration of these potential disturbances led to the determination that
at least 50 test lanes were necessary per test site in order to limit the maximum number
of searches through any one test lane to two per dog per test. Time and fiscal restraints
served to limit the number of lanes to 50, whereas, given unlimited resources, each site
would have consisted of at least 100 test lanes, thus permitting a single passage per lane
per dog in every instance. To preclude disturbances to the search party, experiments
were run at the contractor facility to determine the necessary lateral spacing of the test
lanes. It was found that at a 50-foot (1 5.2-meter) separation (center-to-center), con-
currently advancing search parties exhibited no mutual interference. This is not
surprising since the dogs used for these tests had never been exposed to ally form of
attack or tracker training. Even so, during the actual test runs, the parties were never
on adjacent lanes, and they were started at staggered, random intervals. It is certain

that there was no episode of search distraction due to other test groups during any of
the runs in the four tests.

a. Targets. After the basic configuration of the test field was determined,
it remained to equip each lane with an assortment of targets both true and false. Since
U.S. mines were the only devices available in quantity, these were chosen as the majority
of live targets. Table 3 shows the complete listing and function of all target sub-
stances and devices used at the test sites. The foreign mines were few in number and
probably unlikely to be encountered in war, but they were included simply to deter-
mine if they were detectable. (They were detected equally as well as U.S. mines.)

For some time there had been a lively debate between two opposing
philosophies in the detection community. One group contended that canines were
capable only of detecting human scent while the other group contended that it was, in
fact, son.- characteristic of the explosive-filled device which triggered a detection alert.
It appears' that this question could be resolved if both explosive-filled and inert-
loaded mines of the same type were deployed during the field tests. Thus the avail-

able inert correlates of the live, defused mines were also included. Table 4 shows the
frequency of target item occurrence at the two sites. It is interesting to note that while
there were occasional false alerts attributable to five of the distractants, the sex
attractant was totally ignored by all animals in all tests. This may be due to a number
of factors, the most probable of which is that the chemical attractant, attained from
estrus females, deteriorates rapidly ex-vivo!
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"Table 4. Frequency of" OcCUrrence of Targets at Test Sites

Targets Fort McCoy (Number) YPG (Number)
Lanes 1-40 Lanes 41-47 Lanes 1-50

Live (unfuised)
M14 12 6 16
M15 43 10 44
M16 93 6 33
M18 14 0 20
M19 44 4 38
French 3 0 0
Yugoslovian 1 0 0

Practice (inert)
M16 25 5 27
M19 10 10 30
M20 48 10 37
M25 23 7 23

Distractants
Oil/gasoline 38 6 31
Canine sex attractant 34 7 19*
Expended shell casing 33 8 33
Commercial fertilizer 56 9 24
Human urine 15 0 27
Filled hole 212 45 148

*Used unly ht the October 1975 test%,

b. Layout. When the lists of target and distractant items were final, it
remained to determine the configuration of item placement. Obviously a truly random
selection and placement would leave much to be desired in a universe of only 50 lanes
since some lanes would be sparsely populated while others would be too densely
populated. Accordingly, the following constraints were imposed:

(1) At least one live mine per lane.
(2) No targets located within the first 12.2 meters (40 feet) of lane.
(3) A mninimum target interval of 15.2 meters (50 feet).
(4) Lateral lane separation of 15.2 meters (50 feet) (center-to-center).
(5) Exactly 11 total targets/distractants per lane.
(6) Target lateral position arbitrary within the 3-meter (I0-foot) lane

width.

Obviously, these constraints reduced the degree of randomness possible
to the point that even pseudo-random may be an inappropriate designation for item
spacing. In any event, a computer program was devised which would allow the greatest
randomness possible in view of the restrictions, and the test site layout was thus
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gTenerated. Table 5 Shows Lane I at Yuma Proving Ground as a samplc of the pseudo-
random layout resulting from thle program. Mitchell gives a complete layout of both
sites.' 7 18 19

Table 5. Location of Targets in Lane I at Yurna Proving Ground

TargetLongitudinalPositio Lateral Position

(Meters) (Feet) (Meters) (Feet)

Filled hole 12.1 ( 40) 0.30 (1)i
M 19 (live) 35,8 (118) 0.91 (3)
Fertilizer 79.7 (263) 2.43 (8)
M 19 (live) 107.6 ( 355) 1.52 (5)
MI1S (live) 149.7 ( 494) 2.12 (7)I
M 19 (practice) 180.6 ( 596) 1.52 (5)
Ml 18 (live) 207.6 (685) 0.30 (1)
Sex attractant 244.5 (807) 3.03 (10)
Ml 14 (live) 272.4 (899) 0.30()

M19 (practice 298.2 (984) 1.82 (6)I
MI15 (live) 331.2 (1093) 1 .8 2 (6)

One final change was made in the initial program after it was recognized
that the presence of' targets in all lanevs left unresolved the question of false alarm per- .
formnance onl a sterile area which purported to be a mnined area. Thus, Several lanies
were not impllanted with Liny item and this f'act was concealed from the test parties.")

With the determination of' the spatial coordinates, thle lanle layout wasI
complete and implantation was carried out as Rf,1 3ws: The targets were buried in
accordance with TM9- I 345-200, "Land Mines"; M 14 and N125 mines were buried flush
With thle Soil Surface and covered with a sprinkling of' soil; M 15, MI 19 and M20 mnines
were buried Under 3.8 cmi of soil: M 1) unlits wer~e buried at 7.6 cmn depth:ý and M 18
mine11S Were placed Onl thle surface. At the Fort M~cCoy site, targets were installed in

Mi teholl , 1), S., "Select ion of' D ogs f~or L~an MidnIe and Booby Trap D~etection T[raining,'' Finlou [echnical Re port
Vol I, (ontruct I)AAK02-73-C(.HtS, September 1976,

18Mitchell, 1), S., "Training and E'mploymoent ol' Land Mline and Booby Trap I letector t)ogs,'* I-nai 'lectnincal

Report Vol 1I, Contract t)AAK02-73.('4)150, Sep~temnber 1976.I
19 Mit chell, 1). S., " Users G uide: Lanid Mine anid Booby 'Irap i )etec to r Dogs,' Finalo ITech nical R eport Vol Ill,
Contract I)AAK02-73-('4tt 50, September 1976.

201 At F ort MNI e'oy anid at Y PG thle deletion o I' targe t items by thle NI . BADCO) N installat ion crew did riot preclude
the presence of' artifacts fin these well-used test areas, [~or e.\anple, itemis discovered by the dogs at t-ort Mecoy
includted an uniexploded mlortar round~, nlumlerous ancient shell casings, bits of, explodud shells, etc, (it was
later learned that the Fort Mccoy test area had b~ee ail1 imlpact Zonle Ior an uinknowni number of' National Guiard
exorcis", dating back to WW II.)
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lanes I to 21 in October 1974 and in Lanes 22 to 50 in January 1975. The target
enmplacements at the YPG site were completed on 1 October 1975.

The site at Fort McCoy was constructed with the test lanes in a north-
south direction and with each lane distinguished by a row of wooden distance-marking
stakes emplaced 100 feet (30.5 meters) apart. The distance stakes were numbered
from "0" to "26" in each lane and were color-coded with surveyors tape to mininize
problems in adjacent lane identification. This coding was invaluable during the winter

test where deep snow tended to cause extreme disorientation particularly in the
wooded areas.

When test runs were being made on these lanes, it was discovered that
some of the stakes had been placed more than 30.5 meters apart and some less. Also,
some of the lanes had not been surveyed along a straight line. As a consequence, when
the site at YPG was prepared, a commercial surveying organization was contracted to
survey and mark the test lanes. As at Fort McCoy, lanes were 10 feet (3 meters) wide
with a 40-foot (12.2-meter) buffer zone between lanes. Lane marking stakes were
placed 50 feet (15.2 meters) apart along the left boundary of each lane and were
color-coded with surveyors tape. Stakes were numbered from "0" to "130" in incre-
ments of 5 (e.g., 0, 5, 10, 15, -, 125, 130) in each lane as reference points. This
numbering system was used to facilitate recording of distances along the lanes when
data were being collected. The distances between stakes were measured in feet and the
number on each stake was multiplied by 10 to obtain the distance (in feet) from a
given stake to the "0" stake.

8. Test Protocol. The participants in a typical test run were a dog, a handler,
and an evaluator. Preparatory to beginning a run, the handler and dog took a position
at the head of a lane near the "0" stake. When the dog, handler, and Cvaluator were
ready, the evaluator instructed the handler to commence the search. The handler/
dog team proceeded dLown1 the lane, searching inl a Serpentine pattern over a 3-meter
wide section. The line of' wooden stakes bordering the left edge of the lane served as
a guide to keep the dog/handler team within bounds. The evaluator took a position
approximately 9 meters behind and slightly to the left (in the buffer zone between
lanes) of' the dog/handler team and maintained this distance as the team progressed
down the lane. Ile also provided guidance to the handler, aiding him in staying within
the bounds of the lane.

The handlers were never provided with information about the location of the
targets and they were instructed to avoid cuCing the dog toward a possible target that
appeared to the handler to be visually suspect.
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A detection was indicated when the dog sat. The handler then placed a
marker flag at this position regardless of whether the sit was motivated by a buried

mine or some other object or scent. The evaluator, referring to a data sheet which
contained information about target types and their location on the lane being searched
and which was given to the evaluator just prior to the beginning of the search, orally
indicated to the handler whether or not the marker was on a true target, If a true
detection occurred, the extent to which the dog was rewarded by the handler
depended upon the dog's prior training and the phase of the test. (See Paragraph 5 on
training of dogs in Groups A, B, and C.) At all positions where the dog sat, the eval-
uator measured and recorded the wind velocity and direction on the data sheet. A
sample data sheet is shown in Figure 6. Tile instructions for filling out tile sheet for
each run were as follows:

a. Record the following information before going to the test lane:

(1) Evaluation site.
(2) Date.
(3) Dog name, breed, sex.

(4) Lane number.

(5) 1landler.

(6) Evaluator.

(7) Group/reinlforceiuent.

b. Measure the soil moisture content at one test site location at a 2-inch
depth at the start of each day. Record time of measurement.

c. Complete immediately prior to the start of test:

(I) Barometric pressure.

(2) Air temperature.

(3) Relative humidity.

(4) Soil characteristics.

(5) Surface conditions (rain, mud, etc.).

d. Record while test is in progress:

I ) Time of'day.

(2) Stake num ber as each stake is :cd
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MINE DLTECTION DATA SHEET

ETP.76-2 CONTRACT NO. DAAKOZ-?3-C-0150
SwRlZ/USAMERDC

[q Evaluatiaoe site: Yuma Proving Ground Deow 6-8-76 Ti, to Davi*Lart): 1015

Dog: Eve Breeds LR s.: F Lane No. t 34
Handler: Andy Ziuniga Evaluator! E. Benavides A lnior~ eiint CRF

Soil oilsture: 1 . 2 _ , at 0730 (tine of day).

;Sol Characteristic a: START F ':J1 II

X Oravel/Shule Ground Surface ?emp. 810 860

X Sand Temp. 12" Above Surface 860 890

X Clay Temp. 36" Above Sur(a:r 900 910

Loom Relative hiueidity 26% 26 %

hlardpacked barometric Pressure 30. 11 30 .11
Other, specify

Surface Cohdiiro•s (raln, mud, etc.)

Total Elapsed Search Time 30 Minutes Stait Time (lot halO: 1018
Stop Time (let halt): -- =0)Ce Take Wind Reading @ Ground Level Once During Run. Enter Elapsed Time (lot hal): 2 2 Min

In Comrent Columa.

FIRST 650 FEET (Stakes 0-65)

Response Wind

).U $- w.: • : Comments
590 6"iz9 30 7 5 oretRsos (82

-i 0

52 ' 6" , ;o' 9" .... 33Q0° 7 5 Correct Response (5 - ) X

-' '_ - 20

'_ - : 25

_______30

35

4 At40

,,50

S09300" -6 60 Correct Response (613-9) (MI8) x
-- I mnh w4 ndq At- round level

_ __. _ _ _ _ _ 65

Figure 6. Sample data sheet (page 1).
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Start time (Znd half): 1035 D.u.'s 4.n.e: EVt
Stop time Zu~d half):; 74
Elapsed time OZnd 1,if): _ M_- iA.n NO. 34

Dew, 6-8-76

SECOND 650 FEET (Stakes 130 - 65)

Reoponat Wind

0 . CCd

I Comments
- i -

130

_ - _ _ 125
__ _ _ _ 120

' 3200 6 115 Passed (1198-8)

________ ______ ~~110 ________________

_ _ 100: } :90

., : ,_:85

S.. .. 70

--. * - - ___ 0__,______

F igu re 6. Sample data sheet (page 2).
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r

(3) At time of response by dog, write in "correct response" or "false
response," whichever is appropriate, in comments column.

(4) Longitudinal ("y") overrun at response position.

(5) Presence of trip wire.

(6) lI dog was given reinforcement for response.

(7) Wind speed and direction at each dog response and at each live
mine missed by the dog.

(8) Make pertinent comments as necessary (e.g., dog activities which
might actuate a fuzed mine, if a dog is given a rest period, indicate the length of the
period, general weather conditions; etc.).

e. Complete immediately following end of test:

(I) Enter total elapsed search time in minutes.

(2) Barometric pressure.

(3) Air temperature.

(4) Relative humidity.

(5) Measure x and y coordinates of each response marker placed dur-
ing test, and record to nearest foot and inch (e.g., if less than 1 foot, record 0 feet and
the number of inches).

In order to determine the effects of wind direction on detection, a dual
search pattern was employed whereby one half of each lane was searched in one direc-
tion and the other half in the opposite direction; thus each search run started at stake
"0" and proceeded to the halfway stake. At this point, the dog/handler team moved
into the buffer zone to the left of the lane and walked directly to the end of the lane.
After a short rest break, the search was resumed, traveling back toward the halfway
stake. Upon reaching the halfway stake, the search was terminated, and the search
team returned through the buffer zone to the staging area adjacent to the site.

For a given test period, which was usually 10 search days (I 3 days for
the winter tests at Fort McCoy), the handlers and dogs were assigned test lanes on a
pseudo-random basis. No handler or dog was assigned to a given lane more than once.
(Exception: While conducting the winter tests at Fort McCoy, one dog was assigned
the same lane twice within four days but with a different handler.) The daily lane
assignments given the dog/handler teams at the Fort McCoy site (winter and spring
tests) and at the YPG site (October and June tests) are shown in Tables 6 through 9.
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Tible 6. Daily Lane Assignments for Dog/Handler Teams, Fort McCoy, Winter 1975
Dog/Handler February March

24 25 26 27 28 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Angus/Cooper 22 - 34 43 11
Apache/Zuniga 24 - 36 45 14
Eve/Cooper - 28 40 - 4 -
Dusky/Zuniga - 26 38 - 2 -
Tiger/Cooper - 30 - 42 7 17
Val/Zuniga - 27 - 44 10 20
Bolo/Cade 3 -..

/Trujillo - 29 ..- -

/Polonis - 23 -

Brandy/Trujillo 6 - 31 .- -

/Cade - - - 35
/Zuniga - 47

Bretta/Cooper 5 - 8 -- 25 - -

Casey/Cade 7 37 18 27 - 35
DUtcan/Zuniga 9 39 41 - - --

/Trujillo - - - 26 - -./Polonis . . .. 5 -
/Cooper - - - - - - 26

Ernie/Polonis 11 27 - 3 - - -
/Cade - - 16 - 31 - 36

Marcia/Cooper 14 - - 5 - 9 -
/Polonis - 43 33 - - - 19
/Zuniga ..-- - 38 -.. ..

Newton/Zuniga 15 - - 7 --.. .
/Trujillo - 45 12 -. ... .
/Cade - - - - 40

Quickie/Trujillo 17 - 9 -.. .
/Polonis -- - 47 ---
/Cooper - . - ... .
/Zuniga . .. .. 16 42

Rex/Polonis 19 -- - 44
/Zu niga - 35 - - --
/Cade ... .. .. 11 --

/Cooper ... . . 4
Warp/Cade - 21 ... .. .

/Zuniga . . . 46 --

/Polonis -- 41
/Cooper . . . . .

Whop/Cooper - 23 .. . .
/Polc nis . .- 15 --
/Zuniga . .. .. 43 12

Winchester/iZuniga - 25 1
/Cooper - 17
/Polonis .-. 20
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Table 7. Daily Lane Assignments for Dog/I landler Teams, Fort McCoy, Spring 1975

Dog/Handler May June

26 27 28 29 30 31 2 3 4 5

Angus/Cooper 3 32 - 4 30 - 6 27 34

Apache/Cade 1 30 - 2 28 -- 4 29 40

Bretta/Mouton 17 - 33 18 - 7 16 -- 5 24
Casey/Cade 11 - 39 12 - 1 14 - 3 28
Duncan/Mouton 7 36 - 8 24 10 23 32
Dusky/Zuniga - 28 21 32/35 19 31 9
Ernie/Cooper 40 22 27 -- 38 13 37 19 -

Eve/Zuniga 19 - 31 20 -- 9 2 - 11 22
Quickie/Marcinko - 24 25/14 36 15 35 7 --
Rex/Zuniga 9 38 -- 10 22 - 20 21 36
Tiger/Cooper 13 - 37 14 - 3 12 - 33 20

Val/Cade -- 20/2 29 40 11 39 17
Warp/Marcinko 5 34 - 6 26 -- 8 25 30
Whop/Marcinko 15 - 35 16 - 5 18 - 13 38

Winchester/Mouton - 26 23 -- 34 17/37 - 33 15 -

9. Test Results. The results are presented graphically in Figures 7 through 2 1.
During preliminary data analysis, in preparation for graphical presentation, an
acceptable detection radius was determined. 'Fhe dogs alerted on the mines at random
locations around the mines (see Figure 21) and calculations were made to determine
the distribution of' these alerts within incremental radii from the center of' the mines
as a percentage of' the total distribution (alerts out to 3 meters). Tihe initial comLputa-
tion was made for a radius of 0.3 meter with subseq(Luent Conilpu tatiions made for radii
increased by 0.3-meter increments out to 3 meters. These calculated valueS were 1henC
plotted and CurVeS were dr iawn as shown in Figure 7.

There were few alerts beyond 3 meters and a cuNve was plotted for each of'
the four tests. It is observed that about 90 percent of' the alerts fall with in a radius 01'
1.5 meters. Therefore this radius was used in scoring the detectCion perfortmace of the
dogs. Since dogs Bolo, Brandy, Mareia, and Newton were used oily dhuring the first

test period (February-March 1975 at lVort Mc('oy), their [perftni cellC data were not
Sincluded in the test results. Figure 8 shows the tletctionl p1er'orn'a nce ill I)rcent o1

live mine targets detected (i.e., the inIumber of live i Mille ta'gUets detected divided by tile
total number of mine targets that were posSiblC to detect) by each dog u' utilig a'' 01'
the f'our test periods (indicated by 1, 2, 3, and 4 inl Figure 8). The circle indid'ates the
percent of' live mine targets detected by each dog dLIrinLg all test periods.
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Table 8. Daily Lane Assignments for I)og/llandler Teams, YP(G, October 1975

Dog/lHandler October

14 15 16 17 18 20 21 22 23 24

Angus/Trujillo - 2 17 43 1 I 20 4 29

Apache/Cade 5 26 37 14 30 24 28

Bretta/Cooper 6 22 48 SO 9 44

/Cade -. 31

Casey/Cade 50 33 10 42 19

/Zuniga 7 40

Duncan/Trujillo 15 30 10 24 o 12 38

Dusky/Zuniga 45 14 38 I 21 32 24

Ernic/Cooper 20 41 12 17 43

/Cade 29 45

Fve/Cadr 18 2

/Zuniga 30 47 39 27

Quickie/Cooper 40 28 49 11 37 14

/Cade 3
Rcx/Zuniga 10 31 4 .19) 3 33

/Trujillo 34

Tiger/Cooper 1 21 42 5 25 46t 23

Val/Tirujillo 35 8 23 44 7 47 10
Warp/Coopcri 13 34

/C.de 25 40 "22
/Zuniga 48 49

Whop/Zuniga 1 6 9 I 8

/Trttjillo 32 20 41 34

Winchester/Cooper 15
/Cade I1 27 8 13 31)

/ZnlIiga 3 6
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Tahble 9, DIully Lane Assignments for I)og/llundler TeaIIS, YPG., June 1 976

D)og/I Iiandle June

H 10 II 12 14 15 1 17 18

Anpus/'lrujllho 7 lo 40 49 47 3 34

Apache/tidc 9) 27 43 15 48 7 46
ihiev, C(ooper I 21 20 43 11 45

/(Cak 33 -

'C y/C ude 4S 35 1 7 44 18
iZIu ailla 0 31

Di)ulm.un/'lrujillt 1 37 8 27 ( 13 30
I )uiky//Uilgo 49 11 40 4 23 50 29
Iirlcl/(CoopCr 22 12 18 19 35

/t 'ad' 36 25
ive/( 'Cde 13 -

/lullp" 34 48 '11 30 10
Qulckle/Cooior 44 30 219 12 41 23

/A 'titl 2 .

WXIm/itil. 1,4 32 3 22 2 20
/Truilhl 38

T1lgeI,'/C 'tlt kl•; 4 24 38 1 0 34 28 10

Vill/ ridillo 314 15 25 45 0 31 5
Wlup/( 'Otor 20 32

/ 'ide 29 .1 24
I/,tinlllli 339 38

WhI/ tlllt 7 5 8

/TI[uJilh 33 21 42 48.
Wainadhac,• ter/Col e r '14

/(tide 12 28 50 20 40

39(
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1001

80

60 - Fort McCoy, Feb - Mar '751
Fort McCoy, May - Jun '75

*-YPG, Oct '75

YPG, Jun '76

S 40

20/

1.5 3.0

Distance fror., Center of Mines (M)

Figure 7. Density of dog alerts as a function of "'sit" distance from center of mines.
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Test periods I and 2were at Fort McCoy, and periods 3 and 4 wei-e at Y11G.
InI Figur-e 9, morning detection perf'ormiances are compared wjifl aflturnoon perform-
ances fbi' the f'our test peCriods. InI Figure 10, the perfourmanlLCS of' dog groupIIs are
compared. As explained in Paragraph 5, there Were three gr'oupIs of' dogs (A, B, and
C'), anld each group111 was comprised of' five dogs, Groups A and B3 were trained onl con-
tinuous reinf'orcement and Groupll C, Onl partial reinflorcement. Group11 A worked dur'iing
phase I (the f'iist half' of' each test) and phase 2 (thle latter hialf' of' each test) under
continuous i'einl'oi'cemlenit, Group 1) worked during phase I Under continuous rein-
t'orcemnent anld dazinlg phase 2 under no 'efinf'orcoment. (h'oupI C worked datin~g

phase I under' parttial z'eiinfoi'cement and during phuse 2 under' no remfoiffucemnent.
FigUze 11I shows thi' per'centage of' each type of' mine that was detected by all dlog'sI
daring each test period ( 1, 21, 3, and 4) anld durin~g all periods (Indicated by clicles).
ligateC 12 shlows th e performlance of' dogs gr'ouped by hanldlet"s. Thrtee handlers ( ('adc
Cooper, anld Zat:iga) worked dogs durin~g all f'oar. test periods ~lT'Ujillo, dLaingI~P test
petiods 1 , 3, and 4; Maicinko and Moultot:, datingII per'iod 2; and I01olion Is, dating
peCriod 1. ligaTe 13 shows the per'centage detection of' (A) five tmies and (1B) practice
inines and distiactants by all dogys fCor each test period. ligate 14 shows the total
tIuIbe:I)C' of' alerts by all dogS during each test period onl (A) live mines, (13) practice
mlinles and dIMistralants, anld (C) un111identified targetAs. I1111- 15ar SISsows thle nu1.1f11M Wf'
false responses p~er kilot etet' ( fuor a 3-mete: wid th search pathI) by each dug four each
test per'iod (1, 2, 3, and 4) and aill test petlods Gindicated by circles), 'The fLlise
responises wei'e alerts ott practice mute11S, distrIctatIItS, Or undtllll ledll'I targlelS. fi11,ure.
I 0 shows areca search rate (sLq aUre meter's/mlinute) lo'01 eachI dIoI lot' echII teIst etiod-1
indicated by 1 ~ 3, and 4) and aill seatel: periods (Indicated by circle). In Flgates
I17 thilougi:l 20 the locaLIon0 Of' the ale11 itsabot InIitIeS wei'e plof ted to defetma Inc0
whtethier or not wind diteectilo had aLi el'f'ect oil aleifl poi~tioni. Felc figu~lre repteseatis

a dil'f'et'enlt search conldition (fliat is by aracteriIed by illeefwid an1d SearIchl direc'
tions lo'm IHie l'out' test per'iods. A comptfosite of aill alerts was plotled (Filgalre 21 )

to Show titeim' cluster about.1 the mines.08 'Tle tnagi~ ttlde of' the aleltIS atI loc1f0ioS o)tt
ot nleart' e Ilt inles is lindicated Lby the hei11ght of' the VeitiCall flues. 'The Cliniaf Ic Coll-
dittonlS tht1 l)tevttiied datingp eaich daly of' each lest elwm'lote showit II I iTflets It)
throuigh 13.

Ill. D)ISC'USSION

10. I'valtuimion of, T'1 t Results, T'he detect ion pu -'rma itack, of' Ilie dogs C I Igite
8) duwingty the f'irst test per'iod (Fv~bt'a~arv-Mat'clI 197 5 at1 F ott M c( oy ) was pool, I I I

ei)cenC~t detection) due! pIutaifIly to filhe sevet wea1101 Cet' condi I b ts1hat f)It'valfed1.
The weather' (see '[able I10) vatied li'ot leat'CI-11 to cilody Witfh pet0ios of' heavy sitow and
there was lightf taut one day. Most of' thle daIys WeiL' geneta1jlfy cleat'. Wind(S varied0( III
velocity f''otn 0) to gusfs of' about 30) knot!;, bull 1tostly winld Vefoc-IiC LS ranged,0( lW(Mlw
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0 and 10 knots. Ambient temperatures varied from about -20' C (night temperature)
to 1,70 C (day temperature), with most temperatures ranging below 00 C,

The major factor impacting on this test was the snow, which ranged in depth
fromII about 30 to 60 cni, lit additionl to the f'atiguing effect oil the handlers, the snow

nade it difficult for the dogs to perform etTectively; at times they had to struggle
simply to move through the snow, In addition to the impairment of movement the
8sno0w provided additional cover for the explosive odorant to penetrate, thereby pro-
viLdilg less odorant for the dogs to scent. 2  A day or two after a fresh snowfall, the
sIow surface became crusty, This surface would partially support the dog, but when
lie would shift his weight, his paws would fall through into the snow and ice below.
As. a result, itn a ntumber of cases, the dogs foot pads were cut seriously enough to cause
profuse bleeding. This condition was commoln among the dogs that arrived at Fort
Mc('oy inl I ebrluar'y just prior to the b)eginning of the test period, but a group of dogs
that had beenl ait lort McCoy since January did not have this problem to any great
extent. Ilowever, Une of the early arrival dogs did occasionally get ice in his paws
which disturbed him, and another' dUg suffered sonIe loss of skin from his foot pads
duLe to adhesion to the cold metal filoor in the truck in which he was riding fh'om the
hiotislng, area to the test site. Possibly as a result of these adverse physical conditions,

the dogs frequently appeared not to be working (i.e., they were simply walking backand f'orth across the laie with the handler urging the dog on or, in some few cases,
,art lally dragging. him along).

A nitght r'unll Made dulling this test period with two handler/dog teams was
started at 1830 hours but was d iscontillnled before half completed due to difficulties
in staying within tile conll fillns of the lane being searched, the adverse climatic condi-

tiolls (sinow and cold), and the poor search attitude of the dogs. No other night runs
were attell)ted.

D)etection perlorlilalce il1iproved conlsidcrably dluring the remaining three
tests (see higure 13) where the average detection perl'ormnance was 70.1 percent for
the May-Ju ne (lort Mc('oy) period, 67.3 percent for the October (YPG(;) period, and
85.7 percenit for the June (YPG) period. The weather conditions during these periods
were vastly improved over the winter conditions experienced during the first test. At
Fort McCoy in May-JiIuC, the cloud cover varied from clear to cloudy with light rain
(see Table I I). I lall of the days were cloudy and winds varied in velocity fr'olm 0 to
about 9 knots. The ambient temuperature varied from about 14' C to 240 C during
test operations, and the soil moisture varied from about 6 to 19 percent. The trees
were in full leaf anld grass albounded over the test site except in the sand area and inl
thickcts•

21 icase r'ci it)i it tih tlls,, i tf t l ictnc 1 itddumv litn laarurraph 4.
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At YPG in October 1975, the weather was mostly clear (see Table 12).
Ambient temperatures ranged from 150 C to 34.40 C during the test operations. When
the ambient air temperature reached 34.4' C, the ground temperature was found to be
490 C. During the morning hours, the relative humidity was often about 65 percent,
while in the afternoon, it was in the 30 percent range. The soil moisture averaged
about 1.3 percent on all occasions.

Even at the most extreme high temperatures, the dogs never appeared to
become extremely uncomfortable. However, after working a run on these hot days,
which required about 40 minutes, they appeared to be quite thirsty. The omnipresent
dust in the area did not appear to affect the detection performance of the dogs
adversely, which is somewhat surprising, especially if one accepts the premise that
olfaction is the major sensory mnodality.

At YPG in June 1976, the clays were clear and the ambient temperatures
varied from a low of' about 210 C in the mornings to a high of about 410 C in the
afternoons (Table 13). The relative humidit, varied from 22 to 46 percent in the
mornings and 23 to 39 percent in the afternoons, the wind velocity varied from 0 to
20 knots, and the soil moisture averaged about 1.1 percent. The performance of the
dogs is seen to be best during this test period (see Figure 13).

The October 1975 tests were run less than two weeks after mine implanta-

tion, and it is possible that numerous distracting scents resulting from implantation
tended to confuse the animals. (For example, mincs might have been briefly in con-
tact with the ground near the site of implant during digging operations.) Eight monthsV later (in JuLnc 1976) these artifacts were probably non-existent due to ground surface
displacement resulting from wind and rain. It is also possible that the effluvia from the
mines had permeated the soil above the target to a greater extent by June.

The performance varies from one test period to another (Figure 8), and the
performance of' each animal differs from the others. A statistical analysis of these
variations was made using analysis of variance methods. For the data presented in the
figure, the analysis of' variance is given in the following list (see Appendix):

Source of' Variation Suml1 of Squares l)egrees of' Freedom Mean Square

Among rows (dogs) 1,587 14 113
Within rows (dogs) (error) 52, 127 45 1f58

TOTAL 53.714 5()

" 113~ = 0.098
1158
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For 14 and 45 degrees of freedom, F would have to be as large as 1.91 (the 0.05
probability point for the distribution of F) for there to be any significant difference
between dogs. If the effect of differences among test periods, which are highly sig-
nificant (F = 174.8, and for 3 and 42 degrees of freedom, F = 4.29 for the 0.01 prob-
ability point), is excluded from the error term as in the following list:

Source of Variation Sum of Squares Degree of Freedom Mean Square

Among rows (dogs) 1,587 14 113
Among test periods 48,247 3 16,082
Residual (error) 3,880 42 92

TOTAL 53,714 59

then, for dogs, F 113 = 1.23, which for 14 and 42 degrees of freedom is still not
92

significant, since the probability is greater than 0.05 that the ratio 1.23 could have
occurred by chance. Although the F test indicates over-all homogeneity among dogs,
the difference between two dogs (Casey and Val) appears to be possibly significant.
However, a t test applied to the data on these two dogs shows that there is no signifi-
cant difference between them (t = 1.59). This value for t is much smaller than the
value (> 2.44) required for significance. The absence of significance is attributable to
the large variance in the data from one test period to another.

A comparison of morning detection performances with afternoon perform-
ances (Figure 9) indicates that although the afternoon performances were somewhat
better, this difference is not significant. For t = 0.155 with 6 degrees of freedom,
P > 0.80. The weather conditions were somewhat different in the afternoons than in

the mornings; the ambient temperatures were higher and the relative humidities lower.
The wind conditions were not very different. The temperature differences are statis-
tically significant; the humidity andt wind differences were not. Evidently the morning-
afternoon temperature differences were not great enough to cause significant variance
in performance. The data show that in severe cold conditions with considerable snow,
the performance was poor as is patently obvious in Figures 9 through 15. (It is not
known what the performance would be in severe cold conditions with no snow.) The

high-temperature environmental conditions that would adversely affect performance
were not realized, and the mnaximum temperature at which canine perftormance would
start deteriorating was not determined. Further, it cannot be estimated, although one
would expect physiological limits to become significant at temperatures not much
above those encountered in June 1976.
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Tile speed at which a dog is worked and extended continuous periods of
work are factors that would have to be considered in addition to environmental factors
in deteriaining the limit of endurance.

The data presented in Figure 10 show that differences in dog groups trained
and worked under the conditions specified are without significant effect on detection

performance. Removing the effects of test periods, F = 2.5, and with 2 and 14 degrees
of freedom, P > 0.05. These results indicate that once a dog has been thoroughly
trained to work on a particular scent, he performs equally well during a search with or
without re in forceme nt. The clogs were maintained in an opt im tim ly conditioned state
either by teniporarily interrupting the search and allowing the dlog to respond to a star.
rogate target or by conducting reinforced practice sessions after the search to counter-
act potential extinction effects resulting from inadequate reinforcement during the
tests. The clogs were never worked more than one search period (Morning or After-
noon Search) withocit being reinforced in some way.

Some types of mines were detected more often than others (Figure 11).
The M18 was detected most readily, followed by the M19, MI5, M14 and M16, in that
order. These data show that when the effects of test periods are removed, F = 13.6,
and for 4 and 12 degrees of freedom, P < 0.01, which indicates a significant difference
in the dogs' detection performances for different types of mines. The dogs were
expected to score better on the M 18 because these mines were placed on top of the

soil surface and in most cases, a trip wire was attached. However, the snow provided a
cover for the M18s and thus the M l9s were detected more often during the Feb-Mar
75 test period at Fort McCoy. The plastic-cased M19 was detected more often than
the metal-cased M 15, possibly because the explosive vapor escapes more readily from a
plastic case than from a metal case. The M 16 mines were detected less often than any
of the other types. This was due possibly to relatively small size of the M 16 (smaller

than M 15 and MI 19 but larger than M 14), its metal casing, and the fact that it was
buried deeper (7.5-cm soil overlay) than the other mines.

Just as there are some psychological differences between dogs (although
their detection performances are not significantly different), there are differences
between handlers, and although the dog and handler work as a teami, it would be bene-.,-
ficial from the standpoint of developing criteria for the selection of handlers to know

the extent of the differences (if any) between handlers. An analysis of the data for the
three handlers (Cade, Cooper, and Zuniga) who participated in all four test periods)
shows that there is no significant difference between handlers (F = 1.24, and for 2 and
6 degrees of freedom, P > 0.05). The effects of the dogs are not removed, however, in

determining the F value. Also, in analyzing the data for dog performance, the effects ofhandlers were not removed. Some data were collected in a manner that Would pernlit11

evaluating the dog-handler relationship but they were inadequate for the purpose.
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The detection performance data obtained for the dog/handler combinations
from the YPG tests are presented in Table 14. Data from Fort McCoy tests were not
included in this table because a low-perform ance score obtained in winter by an X-dog/
X-handler team would be compared with a h igh-perfornmance score obtained under
better conditions by an X-dog/Y-handler team, and during the May-June test, each
handler worked his group of dogs only (i.e., no two handlers worked the same dog).

There are insufficient data in Table 14 to make a meaningful analysis. Some
data spaces are not filled, and there are not enough data points for the spaces that are
filled. If the data table were complete, the effects of dogs could be removed when
applying the F test to the analysis of handler variance and vice versa. This type of
analysis would provide a better insight into the relationship between dog and handler.
The data available in Table 14 give some support to the F test results showing no
significant differences between handlers. The Cooper-Bretta and Cooper-Ernie per-
formances are somewhat better than the Cade-Bretta and Cade-Ernie performances;
the Cade-Casey and Cade-Eve performances are better than those of Zuniga-Casey and
Zuniga-Eve; the Zuniga-Warp and Zuniga-Winchester performances are much better
than those of Cade-Warp, Cade-Winchester, Cooper-Warp, and Cooper-Winchester.
The Cooper-Winchester performance is very poor, but as m.n.tion...d cr arc.......

too little data in this statistic to give it significant weight.

Trujillo worked only two dogs (Rex and Whop) that were worked by
another handler (Zuniga). Trujillo's performance was only slightly worse than Zuniga's.
Figure 12 shows that Trujillo performed better than Cooper, equal to Zuniga, and
worse than Cade for the test periods, but this is caused by the smaller number of runs
made by Trujillo during thi first test period compared to the other handlers, resulting
in the third and fourth period data being weighted more heavily for Trujillo. Actually
Cooper's performance for the third and fourth periods were slightly better than
Trujillo's and about the same during the first. However, since Cooper made more runs
than Trujillo during the first period, the data for all test periods are weighted in
Trujillo's favor.

Figure 13 shows that the dogs alerted on a small percentage of the practice
mines and distractants but alerted on a significant percentage of live mines. This differ-
ence is highly significant and tends to support a common belief that the dogs are

alerting on the explosive vapors emanating from mines. There were 1144 false alarms
(i.e., alerts) on practice mines and distractants, with 903 alerts on live mines
(Figure 14); of the false alarms, 879 were unidentified targets, which may possibly be
artifacts from tests of explosive devices carried out in the test areas in previous years.
In two of the four tests (February-March at Fort McCoy and October at YPG), the

dogs alerted on a greater number of unidentified targets than on live mines. The severe
winter conditions in February-March promoted this type of performance. As noted
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curlier in this report, the snow cover was 30 cmn to 00 cut deep), ti coniidtioni which
would make thle cscaPC o' thle exploSive vap)or to thle Surface more difficult. It I's
obvious that the dogs alerted infrequently lin deep) snow opeQrat1ions and thle totall
number of alerts is so small that vali com paison with the la ter tiree tests Is d ifficuIt,

Ile large number of alerts on unidenifid targets during the Octobr test
period at YlPG may have been caused by the presence of odorants Incident to the mine
implantailon activities as noted earlier, Althoug~h thle dIogs Were trained not to alert Oil I

human odor, explosive odors froint live uinliies be ing, hurled may have beenl depo'sited onl
all d istActan ts including inert minnes duriing the IMiplan tatlozU11IWridIU Figure 14 Shows
a gi uter numbher of alerts on the practice mines ( 109t) d urling the O c tober porlod il hln
during any other test period, Note that for tilie J une period at YP(. ~Which Was SOveIll
months alter mine Implantation activities laid beVen comple~ted, tilie ii.111UzhOf ol lelts
onl live mines Increased and tile number of alerts oil practice mines, at tiraetiiits1 lulid
unidentified targets decreased wheni Comprnpied with tilie ( ctoher dtaltl

The l'elationlshipl betweeni alerts onl live miniies, practilce nines, d~sish a
ants, and unllidenltified targets for thek May-i niie loit Mc( oy period alre simila11r ito
those for tIle June \'PU period, I lowever, the nuiiiher1K Of alerts On p~ractice 11ines0
diStractantS, anld Uimideiitified targe1"ts ( which aiverag~ed abhout S/kini for till tests). woi ,
greater at YP(' thanl at Foit MIcCoy (See FlgreIN 1.) I, Iho Of theSe S11e4 Were Olocated
inl areas wheivr explosive materials Itid beeii deonolated in (tie pa'dil It many be 11lint
YPUi contained inore residue frioni this palst a1ctivity than11 lort McCoy, therevby tills
leadlingy thle dIogs Hinr Often, Il0i IS lit0 adqut Imsrmiilloit hc i
lir~liliSQ, billtilte eOIlICeptl iil)I)Qlli'S t0 b val(Id to the e~elict'es iuViie I Iiv lvelli
tie lour tests.

Ilie daWtt l()i alets oni pinctice inhivedsl'cs, lulid unltliitiVeI1d (111e'11'1
per kilometer by each dog, were ailaly1/ed .ind rlo a1 ctOmliMFlrl Ofim 01 test peibid,

I` =8.0) and for 3 and 42 degrees tof fieedmui, 11 . (t),M which indit'lteS a siloificluaii
(Iillerenlce, For' a Comiparisonl orIdtoj~, F I1 *.93 antid for 1-1 andI 4l2 tere flec
1) = 0.05 which is not siguliilicant, PossibleC ica0SOais or01 tIe d1I0T Ire ne ml ai(Ils to
diffeCrent test peCriotlS Were dIiscussed a hove,.

[he averalge areal swcai rinte tort ilie dog~s was .18 iWin'lo [Figure I w,) Ani
analysis of Variance [ test wiaS 11pplied to theVse dalil 1"1 log a0 111111i1Sou tloS,
F -- l.t)5 and for 14 and 42 degaoree tw eethoii, I) 00(5 w~lit'.hi k not sgi~li'tagtill ioi.(
test periods, F !I 198.4 and foi .3 and 4:2 deg)1rees or IrTedotim, P ". (ML) I whichl is h1)ighly
signifiicant. [he slowest Searchli ate tweeiiiret tinriilg Ht.l eIcrill lr\NI1iehl Itriod il at() Itu
McCoy, and this was obviously caIUSed by thle preOsence oh'(t001) Snow.I liti search ale t
duriing thle Maly-Jane11 perOLiod t Purt MCCOY' MaS khlel 11101 d11r1i1;1 theC p)IkTV1m'



perioid (due to tlii. absence of' Snow) but slower than during both tests at YlPG. This is
also logical since thle YPG site contained no vegetation, whereas the Fort McCoy site
contained sonic areas of' dense growth which required more time and effort f~or the
dop'hanlldler team to traverse, The improved search rate during the Junec 1970 testsj
ait Y116 over thle preceding October test without working thle dogs to the limit of* their
enidUrance indicates that dogs mlay lie worked at high Search rates (in2 /min) as 1kng as
tlie environmental conditions are l'vorable to the dog.

[)used uponl anl evaluation of' thle plotted data, it appears that wind variations
dild not, alter Significantly thle alert positions relative to the buried mines, Over one-
third (34.7 p~ercent) of' all alerts were miade at points where mines were buried
liguire 2 11 T,*he remainder ul' thle alerts were scattered in a near-normal distribution

about the Center, out to 1 .5 meters, with 20.7 percent of' all alerts appearing onl the
approach side to the mines, 1 6.8 percent onl the right side, 14.3 percent onl the left
Side, and 1.3- percent heyond the mines. [or the "no wind'' condition (Figure 1 7).
39.9) vercenlt ol, the alerts were Iin the center, 18.3 p~ercent onl the approach Side, 13.2
percent oil thle right side, 14.0 percent on -tile left side, and 14.6 percent beyond the
Ilililes, Whlle leeward (winld fi'ou back) searches were made (Figure 18), 26.8 percent
f1 the alerts were li ltie center, 21.7 percent onl the approach side, 20.3 percent onl thle

lighlt side, I 5.2 percent oil tile lef't side, and 10.0 p~ercent beyond the mnines. When
wiuldwaid searcells were mlade (Figure 19), 31I.0 percent of' thle alerts were in the
ceutem , 24.S percent onl the approachl Side, 20.2 percent onl thle right side, 1 2.3 onl the
left' side, and 11 .4 beyond the mines. When tile Wind was blowing froml thle lef't of' thle
search direction (Fligure 20), 32.9) percent of' tile alerts were in thle center, 15.3 percent
were oii tilie approachl Side, 19,3 percent onl the right Side, 14.2 p~ercent onl the left side,
an~ d 1 83 perceil I byondL (II lie IiinS.

From thlese data, it is Seen) that, for thle lteeward Search conditionl, slightly
iiioie ol, li oT-Cenutel aleits were onl tilie app)roach Side to thle iii 1nes rat her than onl thle
leeward sidk-, a Condition nlot to be expected if' Will&, Were effective in blowing thle
C!( llusive secet) downlwind. ( )n thie other hand. when the search was windward, slightly
more oIl-Ceuier alerts were lownwilld aIs Would be expected; and when there was at
klalral wind, Slighit ly mlore offT-center alerts were downwind ats would be expected.
I lowevor. [o. tilie ''no winad' coildi tion and I comnposite of' all search conditions.
%lipli Ily ii more oIT-ci tem alerits weie onl thle approach side. '[here lore. since there is so
little Variation In tile icattelr of alerts around I lie center under,10 different Wind c01ndi-

I ionls aiad tIile patIternis arue not coilsisto emit. U ca1w bv (ncliud'd un/ill that there' was a
Wigll~ic/d(iM1 10lt),i had al igilima toii a/ic oiil tchef apprachs Sir'de.fIi ile li /a

ll).2Il '11 M ' hc/'i Il I11 Vi/ili ciiiiiI im 't) (Mci wher i the dogs)i (ite/i sde iii . i~(5alt

It mul~st he merneiivlbemed that thie Wind velocitv was mleasured at a height ()I
abouti 1.5 meters aht" 'k Il - vround murlice. A more realistic height would he t'rom It)'o7



to about 25 cm, a height at which a dog has its nose while searching. It is probable
that the wind speed near the surface would be lower than at the 1.5-meter height, but
it is not known what direction it might take. Possibly, a more meaningful estimate of
the effects of wind on the movement of the explosive scent from the buried mine
could have been made if near-surface wind velocities had been measured.

11. Comparison of Canines with Other Detection Systems. In an attempt to
determine the relative merit of mine-detection dogs, their performance was compared
with the performance of the AN/PSS-I 1 (a type-classified production model detector
of metal mines) when used by experienced operators. Performance data for both the
dogs and the AN/PSS-1 I were obtained during the same periods at Fort McCoy and are
presented graphically in Figures 22 and 23.

Figure 23 shows the detection performance, by type of mine, of the dogs and
e AN/PSS-I I during the February-March and May-June tests at Fort McCoy. During

,e February-March period the AN/PSS-l I performed much better than the dogs in
detecting M15 (72.0 percent vs 8.0 percent) and M 16 mines (68.3 percent vs 9.8 per-
"•.at), and somewhat better in detecting M18 mines (40.0 percent vs 16.0 percent),

the AN/PSS-I I was not effective in detecting M14 (0 vs 6.9 percent) and M19
vs 19.8 percent) mines.

During the May-June period, the detection performance of the AN/PSS-1 I
for M 15, Ml 6, and Ml 8 mines was somewhat better than that of the dog (87.1 percent
vs 76.4 percent, 77.0 percent vs 62.6 percent, and 1 00 percent vs 89.2 percent, respec-

tively) but not as good for the M 14 and M 19 mines (50 percent vs 63.6 percent and
44.2 percent vs 75.9 percent, respectively).

For all mines the performance of the AN/PSS- 11 during the February-March
pcriod was 48 percent compared to 12 percent for the dogs. and during the May-June
period, it was 72 percent vs 70 percent. The February-March statistics are a fair indica-
tion of the better performance of the AN/PSS-I I during ai evere winter with heavy
snow conditions. liowcvcr. the May-Junc statistics are misleading in that the
AN/PSS-I I would not normally detect MI 14 and Ml 9 mines. Some of' these non-
metallic mines were detected during the May-June period because the metal safety clips
had not been removed. (l)uring normal deployment these clips must be removed to
activate the mines.) None of the M14 or NI19 mines werC detected during the
FelrLary-March period because of the heavy snow cover which necessitated keeping
the deteciting head of the AN/P)SS-I I 30 to 60 cm above tihe inines. a distiaice at which
tile met~l Clip) wouIl 110t 1W detCted d.

If it is as.sutmed that these mines would not normally have been dtctcced by

the ANAi SS- I I during the Mai -June period. its perforlllanceT for all mines woutld hm;'v
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been 59 percent compared to 70 percent for the dogs. For metal mines, the AN/PSS-I I
is generally a somewhat better detector than the dog, but it has a false alarm rate much
greater than that for the, dogs (compare results in Figure 22 with those in Figure 14).

Observe in Figure 23 that the M 18 was the only type of mine that was
detected 100 percent of the time in the May-June test by the AN/PSS-I I. This accom-
plishment was probably due to the fact that these mines were visible to the operator
since the M I8 is surface deployed. The M 18 mines were also visible to the dog
handler., but iiL.Lfat "-t- a detection was scored only if the dog alerted. FUvidently the,
dogs did not alert on these mines on every puss through those test lanes containing M 18
mines.

Although the M IS mines (which were detected most frequently with the
AN/PSS-I I) were buried with only about 4 cm of soil cover, they were not detected
100 percent of the time by this unit. Misses were possibly due to the scanning pro-
cedure followed by the operator which left parts of the area unscanned; i.e., the opera-
tor swung the detector head laterally from left to right as he proceeded down the lanes
at about a 4-km per hour rate, thereby leaving unscanned gaps in the area. This
inefficiency on the part of the operator causes one to speculate upon the reasons for
the less-than-perfect performance of the dogs. It is possible that the explosive scent (or
whatever the detectable aura may be) is present around all mnines, but that the dogs
do not approach closely enough to some mines, because of their scanning procedure,
to detect the scent. Or it is possible that the dogs simply ignore the scent in some
cases. Only a very advanced research program could answer these pertinent questions.

IV. CONCLUSION

12. Conclusion. Analysis of the data presented in this report plus those personal
observations of the Test Personnel obtained from the field experience lead to the
conclusion that the canine can be trained routinely to function extremely well as a
Mine Detection "System" which Is capable of operaling in a vast expanse of climatic
and topographical environments.

The phrase "extremely well" is ambiguous and subjective, however, and one
might wish for a more quantitative evaluation. An attempt at truly objective compari-
son of canines with other mine detection systems leads to immediate complications
similar to those encountered in comparing any animal, including man, with a machine
of similar function. As an example, consider the case of the metal-detecting AN/PSS- I I
as noted previously. While it is likely that the alarm/false alarm ratio for this existing
metal detector may exceed the performance of canines in a "clean" area, one must
observe that mine detectors must be used where many types of human activit, have
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usually left the search area vastly populated with metal artifacts. And, of course, the
hostile forces may not oblige the friendly forces by using metallic mines.

Considering only effective target range, the two systems are apparently of
similar capability; whereas, if the numrber of types of detectable explosive items is
also considered, the canine is far superior to the AN/PSS-I 1. Both will operate in
hostile climatic environments and are capable of approximately equal area coverage per
unit time and the dog is equal or superior to the AN/PSS-I I in false-alarm performance.

Overall, then, the canine is superior to the AN/PSS-l I as a general-purposi
mine/booby-trap/explosive detector.

The observed performance of the AN/PRS-7 can only be subjectively com-
pared to canines at this time, but available AN/PRS-7 Performance Reports indicate
that the dog would outperform this unit in both detection probability and in false-
alarm count per unit area searched.

Currently, it is not possible to compare canines with other systems on the
basis of sensitivity alone since we cannot state with any degree of confidence exactly
what the dog is responding to when it alerts to a target. The obvious suspect sub-
stance is some effluence emitted by thi explosive device, but the nature of this sub-
stance (or, possibly, substances) is unknown at present. Current research at
MERADCOM Is being directed to analysis of the effluvia from all U.S. mines; when
definitive resultsare-achieved in this area, it may be possible to initiate tests with
trained dogs to determine the actual "target" substance.

While arguments implying canine extra-sensory perception are not scientifi-
cally valid at present, it is equally specious to argue that vision, hearing, and olfaction
are the sole modalities of detection. It is valid only to state that some subsurface
anomaly unique to explosives devices is readily sensed by the trained canines. It would
be highly beneficial to future detection programs if ongoing mine effluvia investiga-
tions are carried to fruition in this area of research, since then the existing canine train-
ing protocol can be modified to address the specific mechanism of detection instead of
the rather broad-spectrum treatment currently necessary.

A major factor in determination of the relative merits of canines as mine/
booby-trap/explosives detection systems concerns the operational topographical
environment&-wt*hclhe detector can tolerate and still function in a near-normal
fashion. In this area of consideration, the canine has absolutely no peer. There is
presently no single physical system which can function normally in locations such as
on and near metal bridges, in and around buildings (containing virtually any substance
in addition to the explosive target substance), amid any population, in and around
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vehicles of all descrip-Ticins, along railroad tracks, on both deserted and active metro-
politan streets, in the rubble of collapsed structures, in scrap metal areas, and so on and
on. The dog has repeatedly demonstrated (during the MERADCOM tests and in count-
less other scenarios) its ability to operate nearly normnally in adverse searches such as in
crowded airports, in deserted fields, in aircraft, in civilian automobiles and military
vehicles, along jungle trails, in deep snow, In desert heat, under enemy fire, and in a
variety of other environments.

This great adaptability to the environmental features of the search area
allow the canine explosives detector to replace a series of elaborate physical instru-
ments and their redundant verification systems. As an example, if one wished to
achieve a high explosives detection probability in an urban area, the detection system
could require, as a minimum, an effective trace gas subsystem (none now exist), an
EM subsystem. andpossibly an enzymatic subsystem (under development). This
collection of equipment would be bulky even when reduced to "'Spacecraft" dimen-
sions by long and expensive development programs. Further, this collection of appara-
tus probably would not operate in true real time but might require several seconds (up
to 30) to achieve detection. Worst of all, the predicted field service date for such a
system Is probably 1990 or later. The canine can presently accomplish the task in real
time with no further development.

Just as there is the foregoing list of search protocols which are ideal for the
use of canines, there are certain search situations where canines would be acceptable
only as a verification system. One such example is the case where wide area searches of
uncluttered terrain such as roads and open fields need to be carried out in minimum
time. Here, systems such as the MERADCOM RIMD System (Road Interdiction Mine
Detector) are capable of greater speed per unit of search area, but there is a potential
use for canines even in the case of systems such as RIMD. Here the dog could be a
passenger in the vehicle dedicated to this microwave system and the animal could be
useful as a verification device in instances where detection by RIMD was suspect. The
utility of the dog in this service must be postulated until the effects of battlefield
environments on trained dogs are more fully understood.

It Is perhaps unlikely that canines would be fully effective in the midst of
active combat where the activity and noise could possibly lead to confusion or frank
terror on the part of the dog. There are no objective data which either confirm or
refute this possibility, and if future canine program efforts are undertaken, they should
be directed toward detection testing under the most rigorous simulated battlefield con-
ditions prior to eliminating the canine from consideration in this milieu.

In addition to possible use as a verifier system for wide-area search systems
such as RIMV, the dog has a potential value as a back-up verifier system for other
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MERADCOM developmental items such as the enzymatic detection system or a
Nuclear Resonance System. Furthei, it is reasonable to conceive of using the dog in
concLrt with the type-classified hand-held units (AN/PRS-7 and AN/PSS-I I).

The full potential of the canine as a mine detection system has yet to be
realized, since the developmental efforts were halted by the lack of funds. In order to

achieve the maximum user utility, several concepts should be developed for future
canine mine/booby trap/explosives detectors. These developmental areas arc:

a. Remote Control (off leash).
J b, Combat Simulation.

c. Physiological Instrumentation.

The first area, remote control, is so obviously necessary as to be considered the top
priority item in future canine detector system development. Clearly, at the present
level of development, the handler is exposed to totally unnecessary risks due to
accidental target detonation or due to hostile fire. These hazards exist under the
required operating procedures since the animal cannot be controlled readily in all
environments by means of' hand or voice signals when operated off-leash.

Very brief experiments performed during training (between field tests)

demonstrated a remarkable ability on the part of' the dogs to adapt to a hastily
assembled remote control system (a modified model aircraft radio-control unit). In
the in terest of handler safety, this crude effort deserves an early follow-up.

Once remote control techniques have been perfected, the combat simulation
alluded to earlier warrants investigation flor inclusion into the "basic training" of the
detector (logs. Should the present fears concerning the adaptability of dogs to full

combat be determined to be groundless, then the animals, in a remote-control mode,
could become extremely useful for numerous explosives detection missions.

F~inally, certain investigations with lower order animals indicate that there is
possible merit in brain electro-stini ulation both as an "ultimate-stintil us" conditioning
tech nique and as a method for minimizing the effects of the battlefield environment oni
canine detection eterforlmanc lce. This work is highly experimental at present and will be
monitored for its possible utility in canine service.

Inl brief' sLmmIary, we sulbmit that the in ine/booby-trapl/explosives-detecting
can lne in its present state of' development represents a highly adaptable, high-

sensitivity, high-specificity detection system which is relatively inexpensive, reasonably
luIrabL, ieadily repr'Odtlcib!_, anId imnniediatCly available!
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APPENDIX

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (SEVERAL MEANS)

Statistical variance of a small sample of data is defined as

o5= (xi--x)2

n-

where the divisor represents the number of degrees of freedom for an estimate of
variance (i.e., the number of independent deviations from the mean which went into
the sum of' the square of' deviations f'rom the mean). n is the number ol" terms in the

' sample.

Analysis of variance involves determining the significance of the difference of
means for several columns or rows of either uncorrelated or correlated data.

The procedure in analysis of variance is summarized in the following:

Source of Variation Sum of Square Degree of' Freedom Mean Square

Between k rows 2 (xR X)2  k - I
(k - IR

-(x-x )2
Within k rows Z (x - x) 2  n - k n-k

Total 2 (x _'X) 2  1 - I
n-1

For convenience in computation, thy sums of squares terms are expanded in the
"following forms:
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2 ( X)2

-2(x-.R) 2 =• = -

(x-,) 2 = X)2

n

where

2 (Z xI )2 (E x2 ) 2  (; x.1)2

SxR + - - + ..
R1 12 Ik

For the data shown in Table 15:

Table 15. Detection Performance of Dogs

(Percent of Available Targets)

Test Periods

Fort McCoy YPG

Dogs Feb-Mar 75 May-Jun 75 Oct 75 Jun 76

Angus 22.7 53.6 66.7 84.6
Apache 17.6 69.0 68.2 81.0
Bretta 0 59.0 66.7 87.5
Casey 42.9 79.2 75.0 86.4
Duncan 6.9 65.7 56.0 85.0
Dusky 0 81.1 69.2 100.0
Ernie 14.8 72.5 66.7 88.9
Eve 0 73.5 92.3 84,o

Quickie 11.1 78.0 65.2 90,5
Rex 7.4 78.0 89.5 76,2
Tiger 8.7 81.5 68.2 84,6
Val 13.6 52.6 47.6 84.6
Warp 1I .8 60.6 52,4 84.6
Whop 8.3 75.8 72.2 77.8
Winchester 0 64.3 70.0 88.5
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1 x 208,411

(2 X2 '206,824

1 X2 260,538

1; "XA-08,411- 2006824 =1,58 7

(x x t ) 2160,5 38 -208,411 =52,127

1; (x -7)2 =260,538 -200,824 =53,714.

and for these da la, (lie a nalysis 0, Va riance is skIili ti ar'id as l'ol lows:

Source of, VariatLion Sum ofSqerpy )gces ol, I redoill Mea Squin rLŽ
Between rows (dogs) 1,587 14 I13
Within rows (er-ror) 52M1 27 40 1, S~i

TouIa S3,714-

11 . 0.098 whtich fo~r 14 un d 40 diegrces of frecdoli nIs Ilk)( silgIl ii cait bectWi's

thev V' Value (IIn the stanidard V' tablos) ait (lie S )wrcL'It point IIs 2.30, V' ( variance ratio)
is tile symblol rrentt the ra1t10 01' tWo IndependentII estlIIItIt'S' of' theL VilrIUilV o1'
the smileC nioritial poplu ltoll, Thle Ll tIM ItIm loltlun i' it for I'm Inivolves the ituinbelr 01'
dogices oh, irevdoill I'm each o (Ilite two va-laneeos In (lt'e ratlo, ''lal~es ol (LOs antI 0.0)
prI'Olbit~lity jpolilts I'm the dihlbstIitlOit 01 V ha1Ve hetIl CahenllatV(d flo' keVIeSOI (fl' lRmlotlt
ValesIIt~LC !II5'QLl~( liiCrIT1eiita1lly fromt I to Iu11,1olly. Whenl vilue~s of F ob~tainedv froill
satuiple dataII are- less ttan (lhe 0.0 S tOhlathhlity VIlues silO'Wv III (Ile haIIt'S, 111 hIs Itdlet's

i11 oll01i W'ORdS, It' tilt' caL- latettM VI" Uvl IS thie saue 01r lNSs (11i111 blue V IOL alu lit'hu

Could havel) occurredy byluth II IL l l SII)115, l 11. hmI i)Ilit 1101111 'IMIA11 01 Oftit tutu L.Il t iI IOIII

andi Variances, atnd It Is etiticliuthed 111a1 uItIy (llhlT'eI0ItT'S be IWL'tIl 11 tIHeMY Ill~u'('s 1t101t
)AIhjttIbIIHCItt. 11'It tilt' hLUI111t'tI F VItitit' IS l~tl'klthetIII tila te oute ait hlui' (O.S prohlhttltly
1)01), lit' h prtbaliblllby is less fluau (LOS111 tai li- 1lath1) could htave' otcti-ivti by cituocv,

Mid It IS C01IUL'IV1.'I hil i''tieO11Vt' ht'0 IWIMTi ulVItttitI-11i iltwet' 5111VIuitttt' ti util

(ff V110luttOIt'0C0Io1eute IS us fOllOWS:



SOuNCe O1VIiutOtI'61 SLIM Ol'SquaRMS' Icgreos of' Ireodoiui Moola Square'

Betweeat k rows (K k -I kI

jletwLoellJ co111,11111 ~ x j -

R~esidual (ervor) RilAlulider n k - 4 I RI~~~L
__________ uk- I

'lotul 1; ( x( iv

Uslill the sluaue d111111 givei III Tuie I S

L - u 24.I, I I 2~~2I Ie8

I~~Lt~VLL'Il1 NO\h(de)I ~' 14 1 '.S.

( MMII VMV) W011I A

TodI .1 I

I 1 I .24 %WhILcl ka I I and 40 ilv~iL'vo (d lI.'l(I)m IN 1111 il NIL1IIIIILII1uI
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